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dance four times and go this way and come in four times. ((Indicates

that the line dances east to west four times and then north to

south four times)) So when they come down this way, the one that
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running it he comes inland-gives them water to drink. ^He don't want

them to be too fast. Thevjput .cedar on the fire...cedar and they

make them inhale the cedar. So they take them out and they go out

this way. (?) When they go out o'f that arbor they go so far and then
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dance back and forth....back and forth iike that. And when they

•get through, that's the end of it. They would go/down to the river

anywhere.,..and take a bath. And that means...the meaning

f^hat is this boy ah...is going to live a long time. You know*
he sacrificed himself to do without water and food for four days.

And thats the way they -got that fixed, you know. And then this-

boy that done it, dance with them all that four nights without

eating or drinking water, 'he's going to live a long time. That's

why they have that dance for them. And after they get through...

blankets and goods and buggies...everything, you know, just like they

give-away here. And they stack it nip front of that arbor, and they

don't say, "You come and get this." Everybody help themselves to it:

This boys folks and this other boys folks and all four of them they belong,

to some family you know, and all these relatives co'mes with loads of

things. And they pile them up and call everybody. They don't say,

"You certain one." Don't say that. It's for everybody., everybody
t

that goes up there and pick those things dnd it's theirs. And that's

the end of that Sun Dance.


